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Working Backwards Documents

Amazon WRAP’s Up Work Requests 
New, simplified process makes it easier than ever for Amazonians 
to enter work requests.
SEATTLE – June 1, 2014 – Amazon.com (NASDAQ: AMZN) today 
launched the Work Request Application Process (WRAP). The 
innovative new process gives CS and Kindle Amazonians a 
streamlined user experience by utilizing an end-to-end solution 
for requesting, tracking and measuring new request or change  
that effect our customers.

Before today, a team requiring a change (content update, 
technical change, training update etc.) would often need to 
engage multiple teams across multiple regions.  ”I had a vital 
change that needed to take place in three different OUs, affected 
capacity, needed a tech change and was the result of a Kaizen. If 
that wasn’t complicated enough, I had to reach out to 6 different 
teams just to have action taken on the change,” noted Fiona 
Nagle, Sr. ACES Manager.  Not only was the intake process 
confusing, we did not have a way to communicate to our 
customers the status of their request. 

1
Press Release

With WRAP our customers will go to one intake system, fill out 
fields that are relevant to the change they are proposing and 
submit the request for intake.  This system will be a hub for all 
changes that effect our core business.  The requests will flow 
to the appropriate team to be triaged and implemented as 
appropriate. The requestor and applicable teams will be able 
to view and update status of the project in the system. Other 
interested parties with applicable permissions can self-serve 
information from the tool for updates.  This will allow for 
greatly increased efficiency by reducing the human touch 
points that are in place today to track and communicate about 
projects. “With how fast Amazon is growing and our need to 
stay on the cutting edge of technology, WRAP is critical to 
managing change” explains Therese Fitzpatrick , Snr Mgr CS 
Integr & Programs. “Not only will this system allow us to 
prioritize change requests, it will enable us to react faster to 
customer requirements.” WRAP was written in technologies 
created by CS Tech to allow for rapid self-service 
development of data models and user screens.

“When I first heard about WRAP, I was excited to have a 
single intake location; but after I experienced how easy it 
was to use, I was blown away! I was able to submit my 
request within 5 minutes and track it through 
implementation. The communication tool rocks! It gave me 
clear visibility into where my request was in the process 
and allowed me to provide input directly to the tech 
teams.” Brian Black, Technology Program Manager

WRAP is easily accessible inside of the Amazon network 
and requires no additional login or authentication. Simply 
go to the WRAP home page to get started today!

Amazonians can find more information on WRAP by 
visiting https://w.amazon.com/index.php/
WRAP#WRAP_Mission

Tenets

1. WRAP is a global single source of record for all intake, project 
tracking and launch management.  It tells an end-to-end story 
of the life of a request.

2. WRAP will enable the ability to have the right resources 
working on high priority, high business value requests with no 
redundancy.

3. WRAP will make getting work done simple and easy; it 
should always add value and never be a burden.

4. WRAP will reduce noise and confusion around project 
launches by being the single source of truth with tracked 
changes and project commentary (emails, chats, meeting 
notes).

5. WRAP will enable analysis of project data through 
metrics and reporting with complete transparency. It 
will enable us to make better global decisions based on 
accurate and current information. 
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FAQ

1. What is W.R.A.P?

WRAP (Work Request Application Process) is a single 
interface that is used to request work to be completed by the 
Customer Service support teams worldwide. It is accessible 
to everyone within the Amazon network and enables 
individuals to raise a request view or update existing 
requests. Everyone responsible for the delivery of a request 
keeps the record in WRAP updated so that progress to 
completion can be tracked and there is clear communication 
to stakeholders on the status of any CS work request.

2. Why are we doing this?

The Amazon Customer Service (CS) business now supports 
customers in up to 12 countries. To do this, changes and 
improvements are made to the CS functionality on a daily 
basis. 

This means that a single change impacting all OUs needs to 
be created as a new change request for each OU that it 
impacts and added separately to the CS Tech backlog. 
Depending on the OUs involved and whether or not training is 
required the request may also need to be added separately to 
the training backlog. Worst case scenario this could mean a 
work request having to be entered six times (NA/CA, EU (5 
OUs), JP, CN, CS Tech, EU Training). To reduce effort and 
improve transparency it is proposed that CSI develop a single 
view of all global projects. This will allow a user to access a 
single source to view status of any project and access all data 
for that project from request to implementation stage.

2
Frequently Asked Questions

3. Will this be global?

Yes, the WRAP system will be implemented globally as the 
single source of work requests for all Customer Service 
Integration (CSI).  Stakeholders will be able to view the 
current status of a request throughout its lifecycle from 
initiation to implementation.

4. Can I generate reports from this?

Yes, there will be both structured and custom reporting 
available via the WRAP front end.  Sturcutured reporting will 
use pre-defined criteria;  such as “show all open work 
requests assigned to a particular individual or team” or “what 
is launching in NA?”.  Custom reports can be built on any 
combination of search criteria and data fields.  All report 
results can be exported to .csv format for manipulation and 
presentation.

5. Will this increase the data I currently have to input?

You will likely enter less data at any given time, but will come 
back to the tool over the course of the project, adding data as 
things change and new information becomes available.  While 
the end result will be much more data than we currently have, 
it will be collected over the course of many interactions over 
time.  The tool will be the Source of Record for all feature 
information over the life of its execution and will feel like a 
benefit, not a burden. The benefits of having all the data in 
one place as well as the potential for re-use of material across 
OUs and projects will outweigh any extra data input 
requirements.

6. Who will develop, maintain and administer this?

System maintenance will be done by the CSI team using 
tools provided by CS Tech. The technology will be owned 
and maintained by CS Tech.

7. How many functions will have access to this?

Everyone inside the Amazon network can request access to 
WRAP to allow them to enter work requests. There will then 
be a hierarchy of access privileges that will range from read-
only permissions to enabling some individuals to view and 
update work requests that cannot be visible to the wider 
audience due to their confidentiality. We will leverage CSC 
rights/roles.  This will give us a secure, known architecture 
that people understand and can be leveraged. (View Users 
page to see all users that will have access to WRAP).

8. Will it be usable in the Show and Tell?

Yes, there will be sections for adding presentation materials, 
including screenshots.  We will then create a view that can 
leverage the history of the project, along with show n tell 
specific additions. The existing Show N Tell SharePoint will 
be deprecated in favor of this.

9. Where is data stored?

It will be stored in secure Amazon systems, both existing CS 
Tech databases and Amazon approved data repositories 
such as S3, Sable & AWS (Dynamo DB).  We will leverage 
existing infrastructures for data storage in all cases.
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FAQ Continued

10. What technology is this written in?

The back end data model will leverage SRM (https://
w.amazon.com/index.php/CSTech/SRM) technology owned 
by the Nessie and Galaxy team in CS tech.  The front end will 
be based on CSC Iowa platform (https://w.amazon.com/
index.php/IowaPlatform), using Fluid widgets and Bootstrap 
UI (https://design.amazon.com/cs/shared/bootstrap-texas/
docs/).  It will exist as a subset of pages within CSC.

11. Is it customizable? Can I filter out things I don’t want to 
see?

Yes, you will be able to show/hide various components of the 
application in your preferences.  The goal of this tool is to 
reduce the noise and keep content current and relevant for 
whatever person is using it.  Each user will choose a 
“Functional Role” and fields will be grouped and categorized 
based on this.  You will see the fields for your functional role 
by default and any other group can be requested as well.

12. I have a set of fields that are unique to my org/team – will 
be able to add these? 

Yes, we do want to allow custom fields to ensure the tool is 
relevant to you.  We will be able to add these and keep them 
private so as not to confuse other teams.

2.1
Frequently Asked Questions

13. Can I use WRAP to store all my documentation for a 
particular feature and or project?

Yes, we will have designated landing areas for word docs, wiki 
links, and points of contact, mockups and any other supporting 
documentation.  WRAP is your one stop shopping place for 
project content.

14. Can I restrict who has access to confidential features?

Yes, we will leverage CSC Roles and Rights (which in turn can 
leverage POSIX/ANT groups) to keep confidential material 
accessible to the right people. 

15. Will I need to logged onto the corporate system to access 
WRAP?

Yes, you will need to be logged into the corporate system to 
access WRAP

16. Will this integrate with other functionality?

Long term we hope to integrate with other tools that are 
related, but support different functionality.  Things like CM, TT, 
Jira or SIM.  Anything that is Amazon built and owned with a 
service API is a candidate for integration if the demand and 
ROI is high enough.

17. How is this different from SIM?  TT?

SIM & TT are both tools for tracking current issues, 
production problems and random questions that one team 
may have for another.  These tools are not about 
prioritizing work and managing requests at larger “project” 
level.  WRAP is not a replacement for these tools, but a 
complement.  WRAP is concerned with new work coming 
into the system.  Work that needs to be communicated to 
a wider business/ops audience, prioritized and 
implemented.  WRAP is around tracking status, owners 
and stakeholders of incoming work.  Making sure the right 
people are working on the right things.  WRAP will have a 
section where it links to SIM tickets and/or trouble tickets 
that are relevant to the request.  WRAP is an aggregator 
and source of record of all information related to work 
request.
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Requirements 

First Release (May 2014)

1. Users should be able to create a 
request.

2. View a single request.

3. Edit a single request.

4. Should be able to access WRAP via 
CSC.

5. Global nav simple search.

6. WRAP will display lists of requests 
based on search results or predefined 
queries.

7. Ability to create an advanced 
search/OU filter.

8. Users should be able to mark a 
request as confidential.

9. Search results should be under 3 
seconds for up to 10 fields including 1 
free text “Like” search on Title.

10. We want to be able to store and 
associate documents, wiki links, web 
links, points of contact, screenshots, 
email distributions lists and other 
auxillary data with a given WRAP 
entry.

3
Requirements

Future Releases (2014)

1. Checkin/Checkout functionality for 
documents

2. OCS integration should enable 
visibility of each users status (Busy, 
Away, in a meeting etc.)

3. A Superuser/Admin role will exist 
that has the ability to add/edit/delete 
fields and add/edit/delete reference 
data

4. Log history of field level changes 
and the user/timestamp that made the 
change 

5. Users should be able to retireve/
reuse a deleted request from a recycle 
bin.

6. Users should be able to subscribe/
unsubscribe themselves and/or others 
to a request.

7. Users subscribed should receive 
change notification emails.

8. Users can configure what types of 
changes they want to be notified 
about.

9. WRAP should be have the ability to 
track, store, display and send project 
communication threads similar to SIM 
& TT ( can split out by functional 
area?).

10. Ability to have a hierarchical 
representation of projects, i.e. there’s 
a Your Account Epic and each Your 
Account project for each OU can be 
associated with the Your Account 
Epic.

11. We will be able view complete 
change log/history of a particular 
feature.

12. Users should easily be able to 
create custom views – e.g. own 
dashboard/homepage.

13. Users need calendar view 
functionality to see our requests per 
day/month etc.  

14. Ability to colour code entries on 
the calendar based on Project Status 
(Red/Yellow/Green) 

11. Should be able to view parent/child 
relationship between requests.

12. Each child record can have its own 
children  - a four “generation” hierarchy 
is required (EX:  Epic/Project/Feature/
Task).

13. Search Filters.

14. Dynamic search filters.

15. Data fields can be required or 
optional.

16. User should be able to mark a 
request as “draft”, meaning required 
fields can be empty and no one else can 
see it.
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Requirements Continued

Future Releases continued (2014) 

15. Administrators should be able to 
create public views  - Ability for 
Admins to create views with business 
intelligence features such as KPIs, 
graphs, charts, dashboards etc. 

16. WRAP will have a worksheet view 
(similar to Excel)

17. Ability to have a hierarchical 
representation of projects, the ability 
to visualize the child/parent/sibling 
relationship.

18. Users should be able to export 
search results  to a .csv.

19. Users should be able to build and 
save custom reports.

20. Users should be able to share/
export/send reports with/to others.

21. Administrators should be able to 
build standard reports and make them 
available for public use.

22. Super Users should be able to 
build standard reports and make them 
available for program use. 

3.1
Requirements (Continued)

23. Should have the ability to click 
through to source data on reports

24. Standard reports should be auto-
generated at a set frequency and 
stored in a publicly accessible 
location.

25. Ability to pull Wrap requsets from 
pulse based on hashtags on a periodic 
schedule ( 1 or more times per day).

26. Indicate in the Pulse request when 
it has been imported (both to users 
and not to pick up the request twice).
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WRAP Users

4
Users 

Project / Technical Project Managers
As a Project Manager I would like to manage all 
associated requests all requests assigned to a team. 

Management
As a manager I would like to view what my team/org 
is working on.

Developers
As a Developer I would like to view my features and 
tasks. 

Designers
As a designer I would like to review a request that 
requires work from Design and manage our backlog.

Customer Service Associates
As a CSA I would like to submit/view a request.

Program Managers
As a Program Manager I would like to manage a 
program backlog and all associated requests.

Non CS Requesters
As a non CS requester I would like to submit/view a 
request. 

Team
As a team we would like to manage our backlog and 
all associated requests.
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Basic Flow 
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WRAP Walkthrough

6 
Welcome to WRAP!

The WRAP interface is designed to be 
intuitive and easily navigated. When a 
user opens WRAP they will see the 
"Searches" section. They can 
immediately view a search or create a 
new request under the "Request" tab. 

(A) The top of the application includes 
navigation between the primary sections 
of WRAP.

(B) Within each tab the related 
information will display here. 

(C) The general search will search WRAP 
requests by ID, title, and/or description. 
This will allow the user to find a request 
quickly instead of constructing an 
advanced search. 

A

B

C
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Submitting a Request

7 
Request Workflow

The request workflow allows a user to 
submit a request into WRAP.

(A) For simplicity the only items required 
to submit a request are 6 fields. 

(B) When a user selects a request as 
confidential it will only be available to 
view by the user who created it and the 
user group entered (see B.1).

(B.1) When the confidentiality checkbox 
is selected an "Add Confidential User 
Group" input will display and the user 
must enter a user group. This user 
group must have been already created 
in LDAP. Only users in this group will be 
able to view this request.

(C) Once the required fields are 
completed the user can review the 
request and submit. If there is more 
detailed information or team specific 
information they need to enter the user 
can select "Add More Details". This will 
take the user to a new page that 
includes a more detailed fields. 

(D) As a user is completing a request 
they can save the request as a draft. 
This means that they are the only ones 
that can view this request. The saved 
request will display under "Searches" 
under a predefined option.  

A

B

D

C

B.1
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Submitting a Request 2

7.1 
Request Workflow - 
Additional Details

(A) The "Additional Details" page will 
include vertical tab navigation to enter 
all additional information necessary. 
Each tab will have it's own form fields.

(B) For adding documentation a select 
box will allow the user to predefine the 
uploaded item or they can name it 
themselves. 

(B.1) When uploading a file a file picker 
modal will display. 

(C) Once a file or link is entered the user 
can click and view the item or they can 
remove it from the list by clicking the 
"X".

(D) When the user completes the fields 
they require they can review their inputs. 

A

B

D

B.1C
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Submitting a Request 3

7.2 
Request Workflow - Review

(A) The review allows the user to view a 
read-only version of all information 
entered into the fields. The user can 
navigate through the different sections 
by selecting the tabs to see all fields 
entered for the request.

Note: If a user only entered the first 
required fields and opted out of the 
additional info fields then the other tabs 
would be grayed out and non-
selectable. 

(B) When the user is satisfied with the 
entered information they can select 
"Save & Submit" to enter the request 
into the system. The user will then be 
taken to the "Searches" tab where the 
request will display.
 

A

B
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Searches

7.3 
Searches - My Submitted 
Requests

The Searches tab will be the primary 
area to view request search results. The 
left side of the Searches tab will include 
any saved searches, predefined 
searches, and filters. 

(A) My Saved Searches will include any 
general search queries or advanced 
search queries made. These can be 
named by the user. 

Note: The user can favorite a saved 
search so that search will be the default 
when the user loads the tab.

(B) The Predefined Searches will list 
search queries that are most useful on a 
regular basis to any user. In the example 
the currently viewed search query 
displays all results to the right.

(C) The Filters allow the user to select a 
type of filter to narrow their saved 
search queries by (i.e. status, team, or 
request state). The user can change the 
type of filter by using the drop down. 

(D) A request will display in a bar 
pattern. The request can be clicked on 
to reveal more info like description, 
POCs, and documents. 

(E) To view or edit the request a split 
button drop down will be available to 
take the user to the review/edit page. 

A

E

B

C

D
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Advanced Search

8 
Advanced Search

Advanced Search allows a user to 
specify parameters to pull requests from 
the system. 

(A) The Advanced Search will have the 
same tabbed sections as the Additional 
Info section when completing a request. 

(B) The fields will be limited by essential 
fields to pull the best results. 

(C) Once the user has completed any 
fields they would like to use for a query 
they can select Search and they will be 
taken to the Searches tab with their 
results listed. 

A

B

C
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Advanced Search - Results

8.1 
Advanced Search - Results

Once an Advanced Search or a General 
Search is completed the user will be 
taken to the Searches tab with the 
results displayed.

(A) A new tab with the search results will 
display with all requests that match the 
query. 

(B) Within the tab the user can save an 
unsaved search or they can close the 
tab. If the user would like to save a 
search then the user can click on the 
Save icon (when active). If the icon is 
grayed out then that search has already 
been saved in the left panel. 

(B.1) The user will be prompted to save 
the results with a name. 

(B.2) Once the results are saved the 
saved search will appear in the left 
section highlighted. 

Note: The highlight will fade over time.

(C) If the user wants to view/edit a 
request then the user will be taken to 
the Request tab to review or make 
changes to the request. (See section 
7.2)

C

AB

B.1

B.2
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Style Guide

9 

WRAP Style Guide
The visual styling specifications
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Top Nav Bar

9.1 
Top Nav Bar

WRAP is a new simplified process. The 
simplicity is reflected in the typography 
and layout. 

Logo

Logo color: #8cd3dc
Logo height: 18px
Background color: #6F7374
Width with background color: 140px

Menu Bar

Font: Avenir Next
Text Color: #8cd3dc
Font Size: 12px
Hover Text Color : #333333
Background Color: #949494
Hover Background Color: #ffffff
Padding around nav text: 20px

Height: 55px
Background Color: #949494

Height: 30px
Border Radius: 3px
Input Width: 330px

Font Awesome Icon: fa-
search
Font size: 23px
Text Color: #8cd3dc
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Side Bars

9.2 
Searches Side Bar

The side bars provide navigation and 
filters for the searches. 

Searches Bars

Font size: 12 px
Header Font weight: Bold
Border radius: 3px
Border Color: #CCCCCC
Width: 170px

Interaction Note                             These bars will 
collapse and expand when the 
user clicks on the header title. 
The arrow will display down when 
collapsed and up when 
expanded. 

Input: Select Box
Width: 170px

Interaction Note                             This select box 
will allow the user to select a 
different filter list. The filter list will 
display expanded when changed. 
Only one filter can be displayed 
at a time. 

Line Size: 1 px
Line Color: #CCCCCC
Width: 170px
Margin: 20px 0 20px 0

Note: This line is a border between the 
filters and the searches.
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Buttons and Links

9.3 
Buttons and Links

Buttons and links allow the user to take 
action or go to a new page. 

Common Button Styles: 
- Border radius: 3px
- Font Color: #FFFFFF
- Hover Background Color: #666666

Buttons

Font size: 14px
Font Color: #ffffff
Font weight: Bold
Background Color: #86DCE3

Links

Primary Button

Font size: 14px
Font weight: Regular
Background Color: #1E98A2

Font size: 14px
Font weight: Regular
Background Color: #1E98A2

Split Button Dropdown Secondary Button

Disabled Button

Font size: 14px
Font weight: Regular
Border radius: 3px
Background Color: #CCCCCC
Hover Background Color: None

Mini Button

Font size: 12px
Font weight: Regular
Border radius: 3px
Background Color: #1E98A2

Font size: 12px
Font weight: Regular
Text underline: None
Text Color: #86DCE3
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Typography

9.4 
Typography

Size, font weight, and color will help 
achieve clear hierarchy within WRAP.

Headers

Font size: 18px
Font Color: #000000
Font weight: Bold
Border Bottom Color: #CCCCCC

Page Header H1

Font size: 14px
Font weight: Bold
Text Color: #000000

Page Sub Header H2 with Info Flag

Font size: 11px
Font Color: #86DCE3
Font weight: Bold
Background Color: #F3922F

Font size: 16px
Font Color: #86DCE3
Font weight: Bold

Font size: 12px
Font Color: #000000
Font weight: Regular

Input Title  and Placeholder Text

Font size: 14px
Font weight: Regular
Text Color: #CCCCCC
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Status'

9.5 
Status

Status' are used to help identify what 
stage a request is in. The colors will 
reinforce status' at a glance. 

Example Status colors 

Request Number Font size: 16px
Request Number Font weight: Bold
Status Font size: 12px
Status Font weight: Regular
Status Width: 110px
Font Color: #FFFFFF
Background Color: Should be reflected 
by status
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Request Bars

9.6 
Request Bars

In the Searches tab the user will be able 
to view requests. The results will display 
in a bar format that displays high level 
information about the request. 

Example 
Font Size: 12px
Font Color: #999999

Font Size: 14px
Font Color: #000000
Font Weight: Bold

Font Size: 14px
Font Color: #000000
Font Weight: Regular

Font size: 14px
Font weight: Regular
Background Color: #1E98A2

Interaction Note                             When the user clicks anywhere on the 
bar the bar should expand to display the following 
information. When the user clicks on the bar again it will 
collapse the expanded information. Only the bar will be 
clickable. 
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Form Fields

9.7 
Form Fields

Form fields will be designed for 
readability and ease of completion. Text Area 

Min Width: 365px
Min Height: 100px
Placeholder Text: #CCCCCC

Text Input

Min Width: 300px
Border Radius: 4px
Border: 1px solid #CCCCCC;

Select

Min Width: 300px
Border Radius: 4px

Auto Complete Multi Select 

Min Width: 300px
Min Height: 28px
Option Background Color: #CCCCCC

More Info: http://sliptree.github.io/bootstrap-tokenfield/

Date Picker

Interaction Note                             Date selection should be limited by the type of field. i.e. 
if the field is a "target" date then the selection should only allow future 
date selection. There should be validation if it is a required field.
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